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Forestry Fun on Friday
4'' * ~,

le Damn, damni, damn, 1 wanted a nine flot a four!

by Bill Inglee
On Friday afternoon

Forestry students let out their
frustrations-at excit-iaig games
and diversions. A~s part of the
annual Forestry Weekend.
students tried their hands at
such unusual tasks as "double-
buckingic, hain-saw bucki.ng,
and axe-throwing. While a
crowd of students looked on,
the Foresters worked out their
n'id-term blahs on logs and
saws.

If the fun the Forestry
types had was any example, a
great many faculties could
introduce axe-throwing and
wood chopping as tension
relievers. Writing spirited
letters to the GtewaYjust can't
be compared to the fun of
tossing an axe into a chunk of
wood. Arts students have no
release for their tensions and
have to suffer in silence.
Perhaps they could throw
sharpened pens into Oxford
dictionaries at ten paces.

Whether artsies need
tension release or not, the
foresters had a good time on
Friday and Saturday. The
displays of skidders and loaders
were of more interest to
members of the faculty but the
sports were fun for ail.

*i Double-bucklng: push, pull, puah, pulll

Editor
Responsnbilities:

To write, edit, and publish the Spring
and Summer Sessions Students'-Weekly
paper.

To collect advertising for the paper.

Remuneration: $ 1,500 plus açlvertising
commission.

Deadline for application: Wednesday, March
25th, 1981.

Term of Office: May 1, 1981 - Aug. 15, 1981

DO YOU WANT?

W Challenge
-Management/Leadership

-New Skills/Techniques
- art-time Employment

-12 Weeks Guaranteri Summer Employment

CONSIDER

The Canadian Armed Forces Primary Reserve
Reserve Entry Scheme Officers in Engineering, Artillery,
Armoured and Infantry Classifications

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Northern Alberta Militia District HQ

Tuesday, -March 17, 1981
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